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engagement on a college campus
since he gave the commencement
speech at the sheltered Air Force
Academy in June, 1969.
The President knew Kansas State
has never experienced the unrest
many American universities have. Its
greatest moments of protest have
been peaceful rallies of 5000
students during the Vietnam
Moratorium last fall and of 2000
students .following the Kent State
killings in May.
During the national student strike
in May, Kansas State students settled
for an administration-offered
one-day class attendance option
rather than a strike.
Nixon knew also that Kansas
State, of the Big Eight Conference, is
By BILL SIEVERT
a campus where football and school
MANHATTAN, Kansas-(CPS)- spirit are still very healthy elements
Despite the warm welcome afforded of student life.
him, President Nixon cannot lump
In , both his prepared text and
the student body of Kansas State off-the-cuff remarks, he repeatedly
University into his "silent majority." and successfully played upon the
The students may be conservative
in their tactics when compared to
those on the more radical campuses
throughout the country, but many
are far from agreement with the
President when it comes to ideology.
And many · were very disappointed
with his address.
Most of the campus's 13,000
students had never seen a President
of the United States and were
impressed that the President was
visiting their campus, the first time
any Kansas college has been so
honored.
They were noisy in. their
appreciation of the
honor-appreciation which gave
Nixon a far kinder reception than he
would have received on many college
campuses this fall.
Nixon for the past year had a
standing invitation to the campus
from both the students and the
administration. He apparently
analyzed the campus mood carefully
before accepting his first speaking

Nixon
At f(ansas:
Warm
Is Cool

Letters:

MAIL

To the Editor:
. An increasingly common criticism
of student demonstrators appeals to
the American tradition of the open
and unrestricted forum of ideas.
Students, President Nixon tells us,
have no right to shout down the
ideas and voices of those with whom
they disagree.' To anyone blest with
an American sense of justice and fair
play, the objection Lo hecklers
certainly seems valid.
However, lest student radicals be
accused of things more serious than
bad manners, allow something to be
said in their defense. To be radical or

to understand radical thinking, one
must seriously question the
assumptions that form the basis of
his own political and social attitudes.
Criticism of student hecklers rests on
the supposition that a free forum of
ideas existed before the shouting
began.
The open forum, if the concept
has any meaning at all, must grant
every serious point of view an equal
opportunity to be heard. The notion
is that the best ideas will then be
accepted by the people and the
remainder justly excluded. Naturally,
as the participating population
increases, the maintenance of the
forum becomes more difficult. That
our gargantuan Nation still retains
such a system is, unfortunately, the
faith and creed of the majority of

Am~ricans.

In America ideas, like everything
else, are bought and sold. Huge sums
of money are necessary to express
ideas effectively. Ideas that threaten
the established system receive
financial support only from the
unestablished. Inferior ideas (and
leaders) may be dressed up and sold
to the people by public relations
men. Some ideas become widespread
solely because they are supported by
men who happen to control
corporations or oilfields. The open
forum has evolved into a public
auction.
Have students really no moral
right to interfere with such
hypocrisy? What moral right does
ahy American have to support a
system where democracy must be
purchased with dollars? Where those
who must be opposed are the owners
of the means to oppose them? Where
propriety is more highly valued than
equality? Where the one media
capable of bringing the open forum
into every home, brings us reruns of
"The Flying Nun" instead.

students' school pride by alluding to
the campus's football successes and
by wearing~ a tie of the school
colors-purple and white.
The appeal to "purple power"
offended some students and actually
started the heckling, but to most of
those seated in their basketball field
house it pushed politics aside.
Still, after the President's
helicopter had lifted off from the
practice football field, most of the
students interviewed were critical of
the man they had just cheered.
Some said they had wanted the
President to be politely received on
their campus, no matter how much
they disagreed with him, and the
more the 50 or so hecklers in the
crowd of 15,500 shouted out their
feelings, the warmer they had to be
to him.
Meanwhile, Kansas Assistant
Attorney General Richard Seaton
announced a day later that all the
anti-Nixon hecklers had been

photographed. Those who could be
identified, he said, would be
prosecuted for disorderly conduct,
and suspended from school if they
were students. Seaton is a candidate
for Kansas attorney general this year.
Kansas State officials said that
suspension of students is possible,
but that they would be the ones to
make that decision, and only after
they are provided with information
from the Secret Service Agency and
the Kansas Bureau of Investigation.
A new state board of regents code
forbidding interruption of university
activities may be used to penalize
students involved in the heckling
inside the field house.
Henry Bubb, a member of the
board, said, "We have pictures of
them (the hecklers)," whom he
termed "a bunch of rag tagged, dirty,
rude hip.pies." Bubb said the new
code permitted suspension of
student violators, followed by
hearings if the students wished.
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U Leaders Stress 'Continuity'
Nelson, Pickens Deliver 'State of Campus' Speeches
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Something's wrong in America.
Something must be done. But good
manners at demonstrations certainly
isn't the solution.
Jay Hirschi

)I

hate to get involved in politics when
I'm so new on campus but after
reading that booklet I am willing to
do everything in my power to change
the ASUNM establishment."
Emelienne Schreiner,
For Students for Responsible Action

Left Destroys Unity
To the Editor:
The far-left establishment on
To Baughman's Defense
campus, is back once again trying to To the Editor:
destroy the unity of students,
Re: "Baughman Boycott" (Sept.
faculty and administration.
17, 1970).
Students for Responsible Action
I teach in miniskirts and pants
(SRA), and Young Americans for
suits,
and I make a few demands of
Freedom (YAF) were told they
could not speak at the fall my junior high school students
student-run orientation-held on Sept. concerning their appearance. There is
8. We asked about sororities and a revolution taking place in
education and I celebrate it every
fraternities and were told they too day.
would not be invited. Eric Nelson,
I never agreed with Mr.
ASUNM president, was to briefly
Baughman's
value system; I squirmed
give the invitation to UNM.
Guess what happened? Inside the every time I enrolled in one of his
door of . Popejoy Hall, a pamphlet courses. The important point,
was handed out telling students how however, is that I chose to take those
to smoke marijuana. Now this might courses. '!'here were othnr AmPriean
have been meant to be funny, but literature profs then, and there are
Eric Nelson, in his official capacity, now. When I remember my
told . the freshmen to pick up an undergraduate years at UNM, I
ASUNM booklet that was not funny remember Ernie Baughman who was
and paid for, by the way, by student one human being with an open office
funds. It says, "campus police are door and an ear for other people's
incompetent," "the University is out problems among lots of liberal profs
of touch with people who attend it " who never learned students' names
"there is not a standard rule ~r and disappeared immediately after
class.
policy that applies to your case "
I look at a nation confronted with
" refuse to have your purses
'
poverty,
ignorance, ecological crises,
examined as you leave the library,"
racial
discrimination
and political
and, "weep loudly in class if not
stagnation; I look at my own
given your own way."
classroom
composed of 14-year old
Quite a few freshmen were
repelled. Barbara Butler, an non-readers, unhappy blacks and
elementary education major said, "I chicanes, and drug and emotional
head the situation on campus was hang-ups ... and I think what neat
bad but I didn't know it was dire guys Eric Nelson and his fellow
until orientation. Every person I longhairs are for using so much
know was appalled by Eric Nelson's energy on one man. Congratulations
to the UNM student body for
message."
Kethy Economides, a business electing a man who knows he has a
administration freshman, said, "I little mind and acts accordingly.
NoraMaric Mitcham
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Eric Nelson

StJ:essing the themes of potential governance system,
"continuity" and "cooperation," Pickens said UNM's adoption of a decision making is more say in
student presidents Eric Nelson unified all-university governance curriculum and evaluation, ancl~
and Bill Pickens outlined system must be "the first in the planning of programs at the
student-initiated reform programs nation, and certainly first in the college and department level so
"those being educated will have a
in joint "state of the campus" West."
say
speeches last night.
in their education," Nelson
The University "must become a
The two leaders, addressing the great cooperative society" of said.
Pickens listed as one of GSA's
first joint session of the Graduate students, faculty and
Student Council and the ASUNM administrators that shows concern policy goals for the coming years
Senate, also asserted the for each student or it faces a very achievement of an adequate
University "must not be, at any bleak future," Pickens cautioned. procedure for airing student
level, merely a machine for mass
He then cited "cooperative grievances, asserting some UNM
education."
efforts" by GSA and ASUNM committees use "methods even a
"We must develop continuity in sueh as the Child Day Care Star Chamber wouldn't use."
Both leaders expressed serious
our struggles (to solve student Centers as a means of
problems). Students must realize "collectively saving money for doubts about the nature of the
stand-by judiciary implemented in
they are 'the new university'. By students."
the time a student becomes
Both student leaders stressed the Regent's Interim Policy
oriented to the university system, the need for UNM students to statement of Aug. 8. 'rhe
he becomes a cynic and thinks move out into the community, statement gives the Regents the
nothing can be done," said Pickens calling for an end to the right to set up a student-faculty
Nelson.
"elitist" idea the University is review board under the
He mentioned briefly the "self-justifying", Nelson asserting chairmanship of an Albuquerque
long-term goal of financial "students must show they care lawyer if, in their opinion;<
self-sufficiency for student about New Mexico."
Student Standards is failing in its
processes.
governments as a possibility
N e Is on said both the Free
"within the next two or three
Nelson said the Regent's were
University program and "irresponsible" in their failure to
years," terming it the ultimate
environment improvement consult student leadership in
source of student power
legitimacy.
~ program will seek to involve
implementing "a policy which will
community members.
affect our lives."
Immediate goals of his
administration however are
Pickens opposed calling in
"UNM's ethnic studies centers,
student absorption into Univeristy begun as a result of student "someone outside the University
decision-making through activism, are beginning to community" to chair the back-up
ali-University governance.
completely express the state's committee "despite his legal
UNM is working towards "the tri-cultural heritage. We must ability."
Nelson pointed to the clearly
most significant change in its make UNM use what it's got,"
defined emergency procedures,
history'' in all-University said Pickens.
governance, Nelson said.
The principle's statement and codification of violations of
Pickens said student submitted by the two leaders calls "UNM community living" in the
involvement in decision-making
for "a fair and equal voice in policy statement as part of a
national trend of such governance
also means student involvement in
formation of policies which shape tightening
up.
University problems.
our lives and studies" and argues
"They
can
move faster. They
"The innocent are always "the only grounds for denial of
ignorant. Students have now this ean be a complete lack of have it on paper," he said.
Pickens mentioned assurances~· .
asked to fill a larger role in
expertise on the part of students
voiced
by the Regent's that
helping solve the University's
in a specific area or a failure by
problems," he said.
them to participate when given proposals of the governance
committee "would take
Echoing Nelson's mention of the opportunity."
precedence" over their interim
the uniqueness of UNM's
Included in insresed student procedures.

Discusses Regents' Policy

ASUNM. GSA Hear Heady
UNM Presidt'llt I<'errel Heady dc,claration of a state of
spolw last night to a joint S<'ssion emergency," Heady said. "My
of the ASUNM Senate and the approach to its possible use is that
GSA Council on the Rt•gents' it certainly is not to be employed
Aug. H "Rights and easily or frequ('nt]y~hopefully it
H espons i b il i ties'' state m cnt, never will be ('mployed." He
tt>rming most of ils SPctions addl'd he does not expect to usc
"intt>rim m!'asurt•s."
the power, and then "only if it
Afl!'r Heady's address and the has proved quite impossible to
short quPstion and answer session dt~al with a crisis situation in any
that followed, the joint sPssion normal way."
Questions from the gallery to
passE>d two bills, one calling for a
studtmt referendum concerning Heady strayed from his topic and
time·off for the November covered such areas as landscaping
elections and the o thel' on campus, Student Standards
establishing a joint ASUNM·GSA Committee and the Cooper·Orzen
decision modified by Heady last
grievance committee.
year.
Heady said he interpreted all
Heady agreed that UNM needs
sections of the Regents' statement more landscaping and his
as interim "except sections s u ggesLion that students could
dealing with rights and mobilize a work force to help
responsibilities. This is a improve landscaping and thus cut
re·working of an earlier statement down on cost was greeted with
on rights and responsibilities. enthusiastic applause.
Some changes here are not
He also explained the set-up of
considered interim but that is not the Student Standards Committ<le
to say they are not subject to and added that he did not foresee
change.''
being by-passed by the Regents in
a
case unless the Committee did
He called the section which
not
start proceedings within its
spells out facts considered by the
Regents as advei'sely affecting the four·week limit.
On his modification of last
University "clearly and explicitly
year's Standards decision to
interim in nature."
impose stricter penalties against
' ' T h e section on then·students Bill Orzen and Allen
emergency power is also interim Cooper, Heady reminded the
pending further study,'' Heady gallery that a year before that he
said. He then ex,plained his had modified a Standards'
position on what constitutes a decision and imposed a lesser
state of emergency, which under penalty on Cooper.
the Regents' statement would be
"Soms of the same people find
de signa ted by the University it improper that I modified a
president.
Student Standards decision (to
"'.rhere is no doubt in my mind illlpose a stricter penalty) when a
about tht1 seriousnes.q of a year earlier they urged

Thursday, September 24, 1970

modification (to a lesser
penalty)," Heady said.
When the question and answer
session was cut off because of
time limitation, Jeff Hickman
objected that Heady did not
answer all the questions, to which
Heady replied any .student could
come talk to him at any
reasonable time, and added to
Hickman that if Hickman had
never tried to see Heady he should
not complain about students
getting appointments.
Although the joint session
passed a bill calling for a
referendum vote on tilne·off to
campaign before the November
elections, no date has been set for
the referendum. It will allow
students to vote for one of three
choices: to close the University
for one week prior to the election,
the week to be made up before
Christmas; to have the week
before the election free of exams
and quizzes; or to function
normally during the week prior to
the election.
Lihn pointed out the decision
of the student body on the
election would only show support
of a measure to the administration
nnd would not constitute a final
decision on the matter.
The purpos!! in establishing a
joint ASUNM-GSA grievance
committee "is. to cut through the
red tape to solve problems as
quickly as possible," Lihn said.
"It would also act as a clearing
house for information on how to
take necessary steps as well as
alleviate the problem," added
GSA Vice President Duke
Duquette.

Lobo photo by Mike .ttm.vlart<1

Ferrel Heady

Special Election
ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn last night
announced a special election Oct. 13 to fill
vacancies left by the resignations Of five senators.
Students elected in the special election will serve
for half a term until the regular fall elections.
Senate is normally cmposed of 20 members and
the ASUNM constitution requires three-fourths of
the membership to be present for a quorum.

--·-

World
News
By United Press International

The Mid East Conflict
AMMAN-Jordan announced that its army repulsed invading Syrian
armored units after four days of fighting and driven them back across
the border. But the Palestinian guerrilla leader, Yasser Arafat,
repudiated the latest peace agreement announced by King Hussein to
end the Jordanian Civil War.
WASHINGTON-The United States made plans to evacuate about
200 Americans wishing to leave Jordan, using chartered airliners and
zoelying on Jordan to guarantee safe passage.
MOSCOW-President Nikolai V. Podgorny of the Soviet Union
expressed concern about a threat of intervention by the U.S. 6th Fleet
in the Jordanian civil war. He said foreign intervention was
"inadmissible" and urged the Arabs to halt their "fratricidal conflict."
GENEVA-The International Red Cross appealed to all of its 112
national members to donate ambulances, transport vehicles and drugs
for a coordinated relief operation for victims of the Jordanian civil war.
Continued fighting in Jordan, however, kept the operation from
beginning.
JERUSALEM-Premier Golda Meir said Israel holds Jordan
responsible for any Palestinian guerrilla attacks on Israel launched from
Jordanian territory, She also said in a briefing for visiting American
newsmen that the Soviet Union is the biggest obstacle to peace in the
Middle East.

Anti-Crime Bill
WASHINGTON-Congress acted Wednesday to speed four of
President Nixon's anti-crime bills toward early enactment, including
one providing for FBI intervention in campus arson and bombing cases.
The House Judiciary Committee approved a bill incorporating two of
~ixon's proposals-one to broaden federal powers to deal with
organized crime and another to extend the death penalty to terrorist
bombing offenses that result in fatalities.
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved a $3.65 billion
authorization to help states and cities fight crime over the next three
years, and the House began consideration of a bill to provide $403
million over three years for a comprehensive attack on the drug
problem.
The four proposals are the chief administration anti-crime measures
on which Congress still has not completed action. Leaders have
indicated that about seven others, generally less significant, will not
pass Congress this year.

Agnew Blasts 'Radical-Liberals'
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew Wednesday
night accused Democratic Sens. Vance Hartke, Edward M. Kennedy and
George McGovern of "joining the come-lately club on crime and
disorder."
Most of the Vice President's prose was aimed at Indiana's Hartke,
who is being challenged in his third-term bid by Rep. Richard L.
Roudebush, R-Ind., in a state where President Nixon hopes to gain one
'GOP senator.
But Agnew found words also to lambaste Kennedy of Massachusetts,
McGovern of South Dakota, former Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey, Sens. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, Philip A. Hart, D-Mich.,
and others whom he termed "radical-liberals."
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If Discrimination Proven: Wollrnan

A few Student subscriptions
To The THEATER SERIES are
Available at $13, $12, $10, $8
The series includes Four Broadway Musicals, Four
Comedies, and A Bonus performance-.} ose Molinas
Ballet Espagnol.

Friday, September 25th is
The Deadline-Hurry!
George M Tickets go on
Sale Monday Noon

Prosecution Rests Minuteman Case

Baughman Action Promised
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of
Arts and Sciences, promised
Wednesday that action would be
taken if discrimination is being
practiced by English professor
Ernest Baughman.
Wollman's statement came at a
meeting Wednesday attended by
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
and several students in addition to
Wollman.
He made the statement after
several students in Baughman's
class said Baughman discriminated
against males with long hair and
females in mini-skirts. Baughman
has been quoted as saying
students who do not conform to
his dress styles could "do him a
favor" by moving to the periphery
of the class where they will not be
easily seen by him.
Although Wollman said action
would be taken if Baughman is
discriminating, he said he did not·
believe Baughman is prejudiced.
He added that Baughman has been
using similar tactics for 20 years.
Fifteen students in Baughman's
American Life and· Thought class
have either dropped or failed to
attend, despite the fact he told
students if they had any problems
they could come to him or, if
they failed, they could go to the
department head or the dean.
Two students in his "American
Life" class related further
incidents of alleged discrimination
by the English professor. John
Dexter, a student who attended

the meeting because he is
dissatisfied with Baughman's
actions said, "Baughman kept
interjecting values in his
class-'the middle class in America
is clean and well-dressed'.
"He was also hypercritical,"
said Dexter, "he said no smoking
and in the middle of his class he
lights up a pipe."
Dexter added that many of the
students in the class are nervous
and intimidated.
Another student, unidentified,
said he is in the class to "get an
education", but added "if his
(Baughman's) attitudes influence
my grade, it will have to be
looked into." The student said he
can't drop the course because he
needs it to remain eligible for his
veterans check.
Elizabeth Andrews, a student
who dropped Baughman's class
said she feels he is prejudiced. "He
is so prejudiced that I don't feel
he could be objective."
Last week Nelson called for a
boycott of Baughman's class after
Donna Hughart wrote Nelson
describing Baughman's
opening-day statements: " ...he
stated that good grooming was the
code of his classroom. According
to his standards, good grooming
means supporting and adhering to
his middle-class values of
cleanliness," she wrote.
Hughart said he "topped it off
by saying that anyone with long,
stringy hair was to sit on the far

YWCA Classes
The YWCA is looking for
val u n teer instructors to teach
once a week this fall.
Classes needing instructors
include sewing, cake decorating,
ceramics, arts and crafts, guitar,
exercising, knitting crocheting and
stitchery, and ballet and modern
or creative dance. Anyone
interested in teaching contact Mrs.
Dora Martinez, 247-8841.

Receives NASA Grant
Klaus Keil, UNM professor of
geology, has been appointed
principal investigator for lunar
samples returned from all future
moon flights by the NASA.
Keil will work with associates
Martin Prinz, Theodore Bunch,
Kenneth Snetsinger and I.
Harding-Barlow. Prinz is a
research associate at the
University, while other members
of Keil's team work at the NASA
Ames Research Center, Calif.
NASA has also announced a
$28,500 extension of Keil's
present work on the samples
returned from the moon by
Apollo 11 and 12, through Jan.
31, 1971.
Anthony Ugalde, a UNM
professor of sociology and a
consultant for the United Nations
in in Colombia this semester doing
research for the World Health
Organization.
Ugalde is working with the
Colombian Ministry of Public
Health to study decision making
processes and how they relate to
the health needs of the country.
It is one of the first attempts to
apply sociological techniques to

problems of decision making in
the health field.
It is also the first inside study
of a Latin American ministry of
health.

Exchange Program
Applications for the University
of Massachusetts and Grambling
College exchange programs are
now available in the dean of
students office, room 157 of the
administration building.
The programs allow a student
to spend one semester at either of
the two exchange schools.
Students interested in
participating in the program in the
second semester of this year
should return the application
form by Oct. 15 to the dean of
men's office. Final selections,
including a list of alternates are
expected to be completed by the
end of October.

Poet's Conference
Many of the top poets of the
Southwest will participate in the
first Southwest poet's conference
at St. John's College in Santa Fe
Thursday, Friday and Saturday:
Gene Frumkin, UNM poet and
English professor said sessions will
be Friday and Saturday from 2 to
4 p.m. at St. John's and from 8 to
10 p.m. at the Folk Art Museum
in Santa Fe.

Resolution
The State Executive Committee
of the Young Democrats of New
Mexico, including UNM
Democrats, recently passed a
resolution stating: "The vacancy
of the president of New Mexico
Highlands University, should be
filled by a qualified individual of a
Spanish surname and descent as

The .government yesterday had been chained and caged by
rested Its case against Robert DePugh and Peyson because she,
DePtlgh and the Minuteman her husband and baby daughter
commander, who is acting as his wanted to leave the group. But
o~vn counsel, is expected to rest
unlike her husband who was
h1s case today.
initially kept chained in the
A;t the close of the third day of Williamsburg, N.M., house where
testimony yesterday DePugh told they were then living, Ruth
the court the ''only witnesses I Horsfall was kept chained "in a
have left are character witnesses " cave behind the house for 10
He did not elaborate on ho~ days."
many character witnesses he
"I was told that since Ray
planned to call today but did Barnes (a Minuteman who had
indicate it would not take much earlier left the organization)
time.
hadn't come back my husband
DePugh, who is being tried was being held some place else
before Judge H. Verle Payne in and anything I said or did" could
Federal District Court in possibly harm him.
Albuquerque, is charged on nine
She added that she was then
counts of violating the 1968 Gun
"marched to a cave. . . where I
Control Act.
Yesterday's testimony centered was handcuffed and left. Later the
around DePugh's cross- handcuffs were taken off and my
examination of former leg was chained but I could still
Minuteman Victor Horsfall and walk around." She added that if
testimony from Horsfall's wife she had attempted to escape she
Ruth.
' "would have been shot."
"The next day Mr. DePugh
Horsfall testified that he joined
the Minutemen in April 1967 came up to the cave and I told
because "I thought that th~re was him something about crying about
a threat to our country through the baby and Robert DePugh just
communism and that this h~ml~d o~f and flattened me (with
organization was doing the most" ?Is fist)_. Then, she said, DePugh
to save the country. He added Ill a fit of anger "kicked the
that ~e joined the underground blankets and water and everything
sec t10n of the right wing out of the cave and down into the
organization "because I wanted to ravine."
do as much as I could."
After that both her legs were
Tuesday, Horsfall testified that chained together "so I could only
he had been chained to a couch get around by hopping," she said.
for 10 days and then locked in a
"1 0 days later Walter Peyson
cage by DePugh and his executive
came
up to the cave ... and I was
assistant Walter Peyson for four
moved
to the pump house"
weeks because he and his wife
wanted to leave the organization. ?ehind the main house and placed
"Wasn't the reason you were m a cage four feet by six feet by
put in these cages because you two feet. She testified she was
continually violated the security kept in the cage for four weeks
the group had set up for itself?" and was finally freed only after
her husband had broken out of a
DePugh asked.
similar
cago in tho house.
HORSFALL: "No. You said if
we left. we would be caught and
The case for the defense began
we would tell everything we with Peyson. However the slight
knew."
dark-complexioned, 28-year-old
DePUGH: "Why did you want former executive assistant to
to leave?"
·
DePugh refused to answer any of
•
HORSFALL: "I saw no De Pugh's questions.
evidence whatsoever that God was
"Would you state if any or all
at the ht•ad of this organization of these weapons pictured
and I knew that without God at (~eferring to several prosecution
the lwnd tlwre was no hope we pictures of weapons confiscated
could save the country."
by the FBI at the Williamsburg
D!'PUGII: It wasn't because the house) were owned by you?
organization, b('~:aus(' of the fact
"An• you under indictment for
that the organization did not go
owning
any of these?
along with your ideas of
assassination and violence?"
"Did you and Victor Horsfall
HORSFALL: "That was part of during November or De(~(·mber of
ii. u
1968 leave the Minuteman
DePUGH: "Perhaps you didn't organization that is under my
understand the question. Was the command with the intention of
reason you wanted to leave setting up another organization?"
because the organization did not
To each question Peyson would
agree with your ideas about only say "I must respectfully
assassination and violence?"
decline to answer that question on
HORSFALL: "I believe I
understand the question. Yes. the grounds that it might tend to
be incriminating to me."
That was partly it."
Horsfall also testified he had
Much of DePugh's defense
questioning of other witnesses was
b~en "disciplined" before because
DePugh thought he "might be an disallowed by Payne as not being
FBI agent." At that time he said material to the case. DePugh had
the group was living in Colorado called two men employed by
"undergoing training."
private detective firms to locate
"Walter Peyson and I walked witnesses but was unable to get
up the mountainside to where you their records admitted as
and about five other men were evidence.
standing. You walked up behind
One of the two, Roy
me and put your arm around my Frankhauser, told the court h'.s
neck . . . and searched me. I records of the investigation had
thought that it was just practice been seized recently by federal
or a joke and Walt<'r Peyson asked agents 011 a raid on a house
me 'Why are you smiling?' and belonging to a third party in
you said 'if I blow your head off Pennsylvania.
you won't be smiling.' ''
Testimony from still another
Ruth Horsfall also testified she wit11ess was never allowed at all.

side or corners of the room out of
his 'sight'."
The complaints received this
year are only a few which have
been submitted since the fall of
1968 when the Baughman edicts
first came to light. At that time,
Paul Lott wrote a letter to The
Lobo listing many of the same
grievances Hughart mentioned.
Before dropping the class Lott
confronted Baughman and asked
him what would happen if he did
not submit to his rules. Baughman
allegedly replied, "Stay around
and find out." Lott didn't.
The issue was brought out into
the open again last spring when
William Bonner and Jon Kaufman
filed a grievance before Student
Standards Committee against the
professor.
However, because both had
dropped . the class, Standards ruled
they had no case, Had they stayed
in the class, the committee said it
would have found Baughman had
indeed exceed@d the limits of his
authority in the classroom.

Chicano Studies
Chicano studies will conduct an
organizational meeting, Tuesday,
Sept. 29, at 7:30 p.m. The
meeting will be at the chicano
studies center, 1815 Roma N.E.
Students interested in voluntary
tutoring, counseling or governing
of chicano studies are invited.

well as being a native New
Mexican, since this university was
built for the needs of all New
Mexicans."
The resolution continued, "We
have qualified individuals in the
State of New Mexico-it is
important to keep our human
resources in New Mexico."

Geologists Convention
Henry H. Neel, president of the
American Institute of Professional
Geologists will give the main
address at the fifth annual AIPG
state convention in Albuquerque.
The meeting will be at Howard
Johnson's Downtown and over 40
delegates from around the state
are expected to hear N eel's speech
entitled, "The Articulate
Minority".

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74
No. 10
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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277-4102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular we~lt
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of N'ew Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing.
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of Tht• Lobo nrc
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
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Nothing necessarily represents the
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A NATIONAL PETITION
Sponsored hy lhc SociP.Iy of Priests for o Free Ministry on the occasion of their
Second Notional Conference August 7-9, 1970, Berkeley, California.

Warn1 Springs Spa

AMISTAD
thefreeu

We, tho undorsioned American Roman Catholics, petition you the Bishops of the
Catholic Church in the United Slates, lo accept and encourage the ministry of
Roman Catholic priests who wish to publicly serve the pastoral needs of our
communities, but who are forbidden to do so because of present canonical
restrictions. Wo now wish to call these priests, married or not, bock into our
service.
NAME
ADDRESS

An Organic Environment
involving people, natural food
and a hot springs mineral pool

DIOCESE

ight accommodations Reasonable pric
From Bernalillo North on 44 toward Cuba
12 miles past San Ysidro

•

"All Contributions for This Petition Ara Welcome"
Dr. Eugene C, Bianchi, President, SPFM, Dept. of Religion,
Emory University 1 Atlanta, Ga. 30322
or SPFM 1408 Muriel N.f., Albuquerque, Now M<>xico 87112

289-3264 - Closed Mondays
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Carnpus •:&riefs

Ugalde Research

Special AnndttHccmcnt

-----
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Governance Committee Sets •70-'71 Goals
4 Proposals fo Be Submiffed by End of Semesfer
(Editor's note: The following is
a progress report sent to Regents
President Arturo Ortega by the
Committee on University
Governance. Because of the
importance of the committee's
work The Lobo is printing the
report in full.)
This letter is a progress report
on the work of the Committee on
University Governance. Its
purpose is to inform the Board of
·Regents and all other members of
the University community, at the
start of this new academic year, of
the state of our current thinking,
how we project the outcome of
our work and the timetable we
will attempt to follow.
In the course of this semester
the committee will submit four

separate sets of proposals: one on the procedure in disciplinary since there is considerabl~;
faculty organization, one on an cases. (We will consider the variation between the needs and
all-university deliberative body, proposals of the Weihofen concerns of the students in
one on grievance and disciplinary Committee on Rights and different parts of the University.
procedures and one on Responsibilities of Faculty and In principle, how~;ver, we think
recommendations concerning Students and the interim measures that there is a need to solicit and
student participation in academic recently adopted by the Board of consider student opinions and
planning at thl• college level. Let Regents, as. well as experience in suggestions in these an'as,
us elaborate a little bit further our recent eases and the need to
including student evaluation of
thinking on each of these topics. prevent overload or breakdown of teaching effectiveness, while
Faculty Organization
the judicial process. We also think
preserving the primary and
1 . Faculty Organization-The that the establishment of an
residual authority of the faculty.
committee thinks that growth of effective procedure for handling
First Draft
the University and of the volume student grievances is urgently
The committee plans to presf.'nt
of business coming before the needed,) Our proposal in this area its proposals at first in tentative or
faculty have made it necessary will take into consideration draft form and to call for them to
and desirable to create a faculty objections which were, raised last be considered and discussed in
senate to act on behalf of the spring to the intedm proposal to meetings of faculty and students,
faculty in most matters and one convert the Standards Board into as well as with the administration
of our proposals will concern this. a body capable of hearing student and Regents. The committee will
2. University Council-The complaints; it will also consider then have an opportunity to revise
committee
will also propose the other expedients, such as its proposals before presenting
-·~.··
creation of a new University improving grievance procedures at them for acceptance or rejection.
Council of limited size composed department and college levels and
considerations induce us
;.L.5 New :S~T TaPe~ Free with of representatives of all major possible creation of an office of to Two
represent the proposals in a
elements of the University campus ombudsman.
series of packages rather than in
)l~rch~ ()f new fa.pede.ek
community (including some
Participation
one package. One of these is the
representatives of staff and
4. Student Participation in desire to speed up the process by
students).
It would have authority Academic Planning-The presenting proposals as soon as
"'7wrgE!Si ~:~election ot used
to consider and investigate any committee will suggest means they are ready. The other is the
Jape& in New M:~;d¢<>
question of concern to the whereby colleges and departments feeling that the subjects are
University community as a whole, may provide students with an indeed separable and that possible
and to enable it to perform this effective voice in curriculum opposition to one proposal should
~Tlwtui:mds of tapes t.Q. cho~ , function it would be entitled to
planning and academic policy. not prevent the adoption of
'frklt1-wt~m beforeo yott l>uy!
be informed in advance of What we envisage is a set of others on which there is real
forthcoming decisions on major recommendations to the faculties consensus.
policy questions.
of the schools and colleges. We
Goals, Purposes
4"'T~p«is front $1 •.0() w $5.77
Power
think that these matters will be
We
hope,
and will do our
It would be empowered to
best dealt with at these levels, utmost, to present all of these sets
require any member of the
. '.
.
University
to appear
Complete 'J'<;cordinfl, repair anil before it tocommunity
provide information
··. f;Mfidktwn facilities.
and to answer questions. It would
serve as a forum of opinion and a
means of improving
communication among all
!XtnkAmericard/Mastor (;harge
segments of the community and it
would be empowered to
recommend action to any
decision-making body or officer.
The influence of its
recommendations would greatly
depend on the breadth of
consensus emerging from its
A yl'ar's indl'pend!'nt study by in 1961 to $6 million in 1969.
discussions. Whether it might be Thomas D. Taylor, assistant The projPch•d t•xpl'nditurps for
given rule-making authority in vice-prl'sident at AlbuqUt!rque 1970-71 total $9 !Jlillion (Slat!'
some areas is still under National Bank (East), shows th(• allocations of $2 million).
consideration.
UNM medical school :~s on!' of fht•
Taylor's tht•sis statl's tlw sehool
look for !he <>rang& bldg,
primP economic asst!ts to attracts JH'W industry, providt•s
Procedure
256.7241
employment !'or lot•al labor and
3. Grievance and Disciplinary Albuquerque and N~;w Mexico.
Procedures-The committee will
Taylor, in a thesis prl'pared for adds sales dollars to loeal
try to suggest improvements in the Southwestern Graduate busim>s!.es.
"ThE' students tht•msPlV!'s havt•
School of Banking at South!!rn
Methodist University, states, the an important t•conomic impact,"
medical school was "born with said Taylor. There arP now morP
ambitious dreams and relatiwlv than 200 studt•nts, intt>rns and
small financial base." It has grow~ rl'sidents studying at the medil'al
to become "a major economic
contributor,"

of proposals before the end of the
current semester. Other matters
may still need attention after thut,
as for example, statements on
University goals and purposes,
clt•arer definition of the roles of
administrative officers,
rationalization of committee
structure, possible changes in
student. govemments, etc. To deal
with such matters it may prove
desirable to make the Committee
on Governance a standing
committee of the proposed
University Council.
Discussion
We hope that all of these
matters will be the subject of
widespread discussion throughout
the University community. We
would like to solicit reactions and
comments from anyone in the
University. The committee has
gathered a collection of the best
materials on University
governance from a wide variety of
sources, including plans recently
adopted or proposed at various
other universities, This collection
is kept in the reserve room at
Zimmerman Library. It has
hitherto been reserved for use by
the committee, but to facilitate
discussion we plan to open the file
to use by any interested member
of the University, requesting only
that the materials not be taken
out of the library.

Med School Economic Asset
Independent Study Shows

f

\

"HEY, THE MH\11-RINGS ARE HERE"
Call it Extra Steady.
Pinned. Nailed. You name it. .
It's the greatest thing since the branding
iron to let everyone know she's yours alone.
With two marquise diamonds, $65.
Single marquise diamond ring, $45.

Mindlin

"The mere existence of the
school implies other economic
implications," said Taylor. The
most significant of these being
"the potential for expansion of
both the school and its resulting
programs. Expansion will multiply
the present and past effect that
. the school of medicine has had on
Albuquerque" and will prove its
importance.
More than 32 million dollars
has been spent on the medical
school since 1961. The bulk of
this money has come from federal
and research grants. Only 27
percent has come from state
appropriations, while one percent
was provided by student fees.
The medical school's annual
budget has grown from $25,000

~.-·

Heady Probing Incident

An investigation has been
ordered by UNM President Ferrel
Heady conc('rning the alleged
instructions by Jerry Hardy,
freshman football coach, for his
players to attend Vice-President
Spiro Agnew's Sunport recl'ption
Sept. 15.
A Lobo staff reporter gathl'red
statements from witnessPs at the
reception who saw the football
players harass anti-Agnew
demonstrators. The players had
said the reason thPy attended was
"because the coach told us to be
here."
In its Sept, 17 issue, The Lobo
called for "a full administrative
investigation of the activities of
the freshman football team," In

the sam!' issue app~;arcd a letter
fmm a UNM student who also
called for an investigation. (Tht'
leltt•r was also sent to Heady,)
"I am seeking information
concerning thl' incident," said
Heady. "If there is any evidenCt!
other than what has been in Thl'
Lobo, I'd certainly like to know."
Heady continued, "I'm
interested in and concerned about
it, I would like to get all the
in forma tiou--but there has been
no evidence yet."
Asked if there is any indication
that the players were ordered to
go to the reception, Heady
replied, "None, other than what
hus appeared in The Lobo."

By Calling Ann or Pam
265-6761

1~.-·

Read Faster-Take Better Notes-Comprehend More
CLASSES
START

Saturday, Sept. 26,9 a.m.

INDIVIDUAL MATH TUTORING
Algebra, Geometry, Calculus

EVANS LEARNING CENTER

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

207 Dartmouth Dr. N.E.
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'l'aylor concluded, "Tiw UNM
sehool of medicirll' has resulted in
an o u ts tan ding institution of
lt'arning which is providing an
important I'Conomic stimulus t.o
Albuquerque and New Mexico."

GAIN YARDAGE ON YOUR GRADEPOINT

Jewelers Since 1919

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

school, lwlpillf.( to oVl•t·eome the
slat0's dodor shortagl'. A 1959
nat.ional n•por( showl'CI Nl'w
Mt•xico had the lnw1•st
physician-patit•nt ratio in the
W!•i;t, and Olll' of !hi' lowest in thl'
nation.

Arts (qj Media

Villella ·s
Dancing
Excites

Shakespearean Play
Tonight Un PfQlpej©W

The newly formed Classics as the Prince of Aragon, one of
Theater Company's first. the suitors who pays court to tlw
production "The Merchant of lovely Portia, and a charactt•r you
Venice" cannot avoid being an most ardently hope does not
audience-pleasing success. Not succeed in the endeavor.
Magic was expected on the
only has the play itself survived
The lovely Portia {whose aspect
stage of Popejoy Hall Tuesday
over 400 years of audiences, but
night, because Edward Villella was
the company's cast reads like the would be much improved without
billed.
Who's Who list of Albuquerque the drab blonde wig that dol's its
theater actors, with names like best to portray Portia's golden
No one was disappointed,
Lois
Corey, Phil Mead, Gene Ives, curls), played by Lois Corey,
"Others have been received as
really begins to vibrate in the
Bill Hayden and others.
warmly here, perhups," reflected
Some of us still wince at a word courtroom scene with Shylock.
William Martin, director of
like "classic" and perhaps tremble
All is not serious business,
Popejoy Hall since its
just a little before the awesome however, as the comedy team of
construction. "But only Segovia,
name of Shakespeare. The Classics Launcelot Gobbo (David
Marceau . . . performers of their
Theater may just have discovered McKelvey) and Old Gobbo (Bill
stature."
in itself the cure for this phobia, Hayden) slip, slide, fumble and
The standing ovation for
whether it developed in a high bumble through their half-witted
Villella and his partner Melissa
school grind-up of "Julius Caesar" antics.
Hayden, prima ballerina of the Pas de Deux from 'The
gotten
their
second
wind
from
our
or in a UNM English sleep-in of
But don't let petty criticisms
New York City Ballet, brought Nutcracker,' as though it was very
"MacBeth." "The Merchant of keep you from enjoying a
them back for five or six curtain difficult for her. (Her partner in mile-high altitude-both of them,
Venice" is reincarnated .in Shakespearean "classic." The
calls, but wasn't sustained long the number, Nolan T'sani, was but especially Villella, outdid
enough to force them to do what excellent.) Also, it was hard themselves. His leaps, his bright-colored modern dress with company's skillful portrayal of
the audience was yelling getting into the mood of the latter trademark, were almost beyond bell-bottoms and other costumes ch'aracters drawn by a master will
for-"Encore! More!" (There were number; it didn't seem to fit with belief, and brought repeated coordinated by Jean Carstens and lead you along the twists in the
"ooh!s" and "ah!s" from the. Gretchen Vogel and played before path of branching plots avoiding
also whistles and sports-type the rest of the program.
audience.
He always landed with a simple but striking sets designed the deadends of boredom and
"Yea!s" from the ballet
Susan Hendl and James Bogan perfect, strong plie. He has such
by Doyle Courington.
fidgity-seats.
crowd-something generally were exceptional in "Pas de
incredible
strength
and
balance
The play is set for tonight
unheard of.)
Carolyn Babb
Trois"-it was light and gay, and that he actually reaches a second
through Saturday at Popejoy Hall.
Villella's artistry is technically very good. It is a
And there's nothing like
unquestioned-some consider him difficult number-Russian schools height in mid-air.
Villella consistently experienced actors for delivering
the best male dancer in the world, often use it as a graduation
Incense
with no exceptions. And his piece-but they made it look easy. accomplishes the aim of every lines that won't rock you to sleep
dancer-making
the
very
difficult
with
their
beautifully
sounding,
physeial condition is probably Hendl also excelled in
Leather Goods
better than it was when he was "Shostakovich Ballet Suite," the look very easy. He is also a and rhythmic, but unintelligible
words. These actors will not
welterweight boxing champion in most delightful of the company's marvelous actor, a subtle quality
Taos Moccasins
college years ago. (He has also numbers. It was technically which is nonetheless indispensible prance about the stage with glib
to
the
all-around
performer.
He
is,
tongues, "speaking an infinite deal
been described as the perfect and beautifully balanced.
Bead work
of nothing."
best-conditioned athlete in The choreography was by Villella, abovc ull, a warm, friendly and
genuinl'ly humble man. There
America.)
Phil
Mead
portrays
the
the first he had ever attempted,
Most of the people came to see five years ago. It is such a aren't many men who reach the revengeful and discriminated
Villella, naturally. But it was masterpiece, from the simple heights of accomplishment Villella against Jew, Shylock, with great
impossible to ignore the combinations to the complex has aQ.d keep the "common common sense and experience. He
S.E. Comer Old Tov..-n Plaza
also manages to share d1··t~ct.ing
performances of Melissa Hayden steps, and the music so beautifully touch." He is inde!'d a !!!'eat man.
duties with John Gardner, who
and the company of six, all also tailored, that it's hard to believe it
10% Discount with UNAI ID
Clrarles and Patricia Andrews
also
doubles in the acting category
from the New York City Ballet.
is anyone's first effort, even
Early advt•rtising said Patricia Villella's.
McBride would be Villt•lla's
The entire company displayed
partner, and some were beautiful leg extensions and port
disappointed that it was Hayden de bras (arms), and were exciting
instead. But while Patricia and youthfully t•xuberant, They
McBride's name may be more are a fine group to tour with
familiar to those who have only .. Villl'lla.
passing know ledge of dancl',
The final number of the
\. '
Melissa Hayden is generally evening, "Tshaikowsky Pas de
conceded by the more Deux," was in every way a fitting
knO\yledgable to be at least her climax. Villella and Haydpn had
equal, and excels in some areas. not appeared since before the first
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM CO::\IMITTEE
She does give up a few years to intermission, and they either wl•re
PRESENT
McBride-ft!W people who saw the completely warmed up or had
performance would believe she is
nearly 45. The only way it was
noticable was the way it seemed
to take her a while to really warm
PRODUCTION OF.
up. But then Villella also
improved as the evening wore on,
and much of it can be blamed 011
altitude. (They're used to dancing
most of the year in sealevel New
York, and came here from sealevel
on the West Coast.) They made
frequent use of the oxygen tanks
kept backstage at Popejoy.
The stellar performances of
both Hayden and Villella did not
completely overshadow the other
dancers. In fact, had they come
here on their own they would
have bel'n worth the price of
admission. (The New York City
Ballet is, after all, olle of the
finest in the world.) Five of the
nine numbers were performed by
them, without Villella and
Hayden, but that was definitely
no cause for one's attention to
September 24, 25, 26-8:15 P.M.
lag. Every number was beautifully
done, with perhaps the possibility
Special Matinee September 25-3: 15 P.M.
of two exceptions. "Shenandoah"
suffered somewhat, not from
imperfection but rather lack of
excitement, and Johanna Kirkland
Tickets $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
looked rather stilted in "Grand

Audience

Edward Villella

Plaza PrimtJrPsa

)R;-

Popejoy

HaU

THE CLASSICS THEATER

THE M:ERCHANT
of
VENICE

Students with Activity Cards

'FLAVORED

IN FLAME'
Burgers
Bar-B-Q
Tenderloin
HotDogs

¥2 PRICE
Special Faculty/Staff Rate

¥2 PRICE

Open 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
842-9270

Across fhe Sf reef from Popejoy Hall

Box Office Open Noon-S :30 P.M.
Tel. 277-3121

265-6761
Thursday, September 24, 1970
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First Fall Tennis Match
Saturday Against Aggies
By ANDY GARMEZY
The UNM netmen open their
abbreviated fall schedule this
Saturday as they play host to New
Mexico State University at 10:30
a.m. on the UNM courts.
The match against the Aggies is
an exchange between the two
schools with the Lobes traveling
to Las Cruces in late October for a
rematch. In the interim, the
Lobes will send seven men to
Phoenix, Ariz., to compete in the
South western Sectional
Championships on Oct.'1-4.
When the upcoming meets have
been completed the team will
return to the normal schedule of
practices once a week. "Because
of the short fall schedule many of
he boys take heavier cla.Ss loads
first semester," commented coach
Joe Ferguson. "I don't want them
razor sharp in fall because it gets
them weary for spring. We don't
push them, they play on their

The key to whether the Lobos
will have a successful year will
hinge upon the play of both Jones
and MacCurdy. "Jones is the boy
with the big gun," remarked
Ferguson. "He has a powerful
serve and return to rna tch. 1f he
can learn not to rely on his service
and play harder for every point
this could be his best season for
the team."
MacCurdy is called "one of the
most improved players over the
years" by his coach. "He is one

''\ ' i
i'JiV
.' I1

-Tr·aced to
- Ch'ing Dynasty

Chris Farasopoulos got his
Despite the loss of hands on the football only once
All-American Van Hill through last Saturday, but he used the
graduation, Ferguson feels that opportunity to establish himself
this year's team has more depth as the leading kickoff returner in
than in previous years. There are WAC football history.
11 players on the roster who will
Farasopoulos, BYU's "shift"
be competing for the six singles defensive back, ran a kickoff back
position and three doubles spots 17 yards against Western Michigan
for each match.
to give him 7 54 yards on kickoff
The squad is led by seniors Bob returns in his college career. That
Curtis, Dwight Howard, Robb was enough to erase the previous
Jones, Doug MacCurdy and Fred WAC standard of 742 yards.
Tiberi. After having two seasons
By the time he is finished,
of play behind him Ferguson is
looking forward to a good year Farasopoulos should own almost
from Howard. "He is fast for a big every kickoff and punt return
man, has a good net game, and record in the WAC book. He
can play doubles," acknowledged currently needs just 158 yards on
punt returns to establish a new
Ferguson.
record. He totaled 132 yards in

fellow who can rise up and beat
you," stated Ferguson. "He is
smooth, fast and plays a very
methodical game."
Both Tiberi and Curtis are
transfer students who give the
Lobes needed depth.
Rounding out the squad are
perhaps the most talented group
of underclassmen Ferguson has
coached. Jean Boulle from Paris,
France, has the distinction not
only of being the lone foreigner
on the team, but also the quickest
player UNM has ever had.

the Cougar opener against North
Texas State two weeks ago, so he
should have little trouble reaching
the goal in his next eight games.
His 29-yard kickoff return average
and his 17-yard punt return
average are both easily above the
current WAC records.
UTEP's Bill Craigo has nailed
down the total offense and
passing leadership in the early
going, but he has had his problems
with interceptions. Craigo is
averaging 295 yards total offense
and 294 yards passing to hold a
wide margin in each category, but
he has also thrown eight
interceptions-including a
record-tying six against Utah last
Saturday,
Craigo's favorite receiver, Ed
Puishes has jumped into a
commanding lead in his attempt
to repeat as pass receiving king.
He has caught 16 in the first two
games for 334 yards. He is now
number nine in the all time WAC
figures and closing towards the
top.

Johnston Resigns
1100 Shop
265.6937/1100 Son Mateo N.E.

Jim Johnston, freshman
basketball coach at the University
of New Mexico, has resigned his
position to pursue a business
venture said to head coach Bob
King.
Johnston has been coach King's
chief scout and freshman coach
for the two past. seasons after
serving one year as a graduate
assistant. A 1966 graduate of
UNM, Johnston played for King
for four years and was a member
of two NIT Lobo teams. He
played both basketball and
football at Valley High School in
Albuquerque before enrolling at
New Mexico on a basketball
scholarship.
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If John Edward Matkin had not
asked directions from an obscure
resident of the Thieves' Market in
Singapore, a bronze ceremonial
urn from the Yuan Ming Yuan
palace near l'eking might never
have been brought to light.
Matkin, a senior anthropology
major at UNM, was a student
aboard the World Campus Afloat
of Chapman College in 1966.
During a stopover in Singapore, he
went shopping in the Thieves'
Market, which he described as
"something you'd expect to find
in an old Peter Lorre movie." Part
of the Chinese section of
Singapore includes narrow streets
lined with shops offering
metalware, clothing and Chinese
rugs.
Matkin said he asked a man on
the street where he could buy a
brass teakettle, and was taken to
what appeared to be the man's
house. There he discovered the
urn covered with dust and
colored
"gun-meta I gray. "
'
Fascinated by what was clearly an
uncommon article for the Thieves'
Market, he returned the next day
and bought it.
The curator of a Singapore
museum cleaned the urn, restoring
some of the characteristic yellow

color of the bronze, and identified
its Dl"igin. It was one of a pair of
ceremonial urns from the Yuan
Ming Yuan (Garden of Perfect
Brightness) palace outside Peking,
the principal summer palace of
Ch' ing dynasty emperor Yung
Cheng. The palace was built in
1709 by his father, K'ang Hsi, but
it is not known whether the urns
were made specifically for the
palace or at an earlier time. They
were used to burn incense at
sunset, followed by prayer.
Exactly how the urn got to
Singapore is unknown. The palace
was sacked and burned by British
and French troops in 1858, and
many of its art treasures were
stolen while others were hidden
by loyal Chinese. Matkin said the
man who sold it to him obtained
it from the estate of an
Englishman fleeing the Japanese
invasion of Singapore in 1942,
Until Matkin had it shipped to the
United States it was displayed in
the Singapore museum where it
was restored.
Daphne Rosenzweig, professor
of art whose specialty is Chinese
art likened the urn's style to the
'
rococo
of European art. Bronze
vessels in China date back to the
earliest dynasty, but by the Ch'ing
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EROS
ADULT THEATRE

Ute Coach Wary
Of Long,Scarber

51 B Central S.W.
Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuou•-lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade·
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Although Utah coach Bill Meek
left the field after Utah's 4·1·20
win over UTEP pleased, he is
quick to point out that "pleased"
is not the same thing as being
sa tisfit>d. Satisfaction lo Meek
would be beating the Lobos and
have a 2-0 n•cord for the season
and in the WAC.
Meek was quick to praise tlw
efforts of his five starting
sophomores. Four are newcomers
to the defense and Jerry
Hardman, the Utes fullback, is the
other sophomore. Hardman was
the leading ballcarrier of the game
last week, toting the ball 19 times
for 77 yards.
Looking ahead to the Lobo
game Saturday, Meek pointed out
that improvement must be made
in his team's ball control. The
Redskins fumbled five times
against UTEP. The Utes were also
penalized 135 yards.
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"I was really surprised at the
New Mexico-Iowa State score,"
said Meek. "We know that H.udy
Feld.nan has got some of the
finest athlell'S in the WAC and
that it is just a matter of getting
tlw first game jitters out of the
way and putt.ing their game
together," h1• added.
Meek says he is wary of Rocky
Long and Sam Scarber. Although
he acknowledges that Long had an
off night against the Cyclones, he
is quick to point to last year's
statistics in evaluating Long as a
threat to any team. "And Scm·ber
is considered by most experts to
be one of the better running backs
in the conference," he
commented. In the Lobos' opener
Scarber led the team in rushing
with 83 yards in 21 carries.
The Lobos take a decided
weight advantage into Saturday's
Salt Lake City contest. Across the
offensive line the Lobes outweigh
the Utes 222 (average) to 21<1. The
Lobos have a baclcfield average of
195 compared to Utah's 188, and
the defensive line also favors the
Wolfpack weightwise, 212 to 205.
Utah can be expected to use a
wide-open style of offense with
Gordon "Scooter" Longmire
leading the attack. Longmire was
impressive last week in his first
major college outing with 10 out
of 21 completed passes for 193
yards and three touchdowns. He
also ran with the ball six times
picking up 52 yards and a TD.
'

ASUNM FILM Peter Sellers Jean Seberg
COMMITTEE
'
7 and 10 p, m.
51)(1 and I. D.

THE MOUSE
THAT ROARED

FRIDAY

ASUNM Film Committee
Presents
Saturday & Sunday
Sept. 26-27
7 & 10 p.m.

SO¢ & J.D.

AJERRY GERSHWIN·
ElliOTT KASTNER
PRODUCTION

PERSONALS

WHERE: Journalism '·IBuilding•• l Room

soul nhd l"'Oml distlo9ition, to orne •
lnll fcnc~. Hitn 344·4431 nfter 6 p,m.

U/26
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THIS Ill ~n- advertisement for advertise·
mcnts.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

SERVICES

3)

Fin~E n-~~11 bro~vn ~nl~ i.e-~;(~t ,.;Jt~~htle

~

AUDIENC~

169, a!ternoons pre!ernu Y or mm.

Cltl83ified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20 ·
per word and the mmJmum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. S710G
words to to.
•
tl
! d r
nt
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to mscr on o n ver "eme ,

1)

~

FOR MATURE
Hear "Sweet November" by Anthony Newley and "Sara's Theme'' by Mr~hel Legrand, bolh on Wamer Brcs Seven Afls Records, [SUGGESTED
-

TYPING. IBM electric typewriter. Near
University. 266_.:-3:,:1:::81::0.:'-'9/,_2~6_ _ _ __

_~

4) -FORRENT

~

Ji'J~MALI~ -to share two-bedroom house. Cnll
2GG-3969 niter 9 PM.

__

5)- ~-yQR SALE

BELOW 1VHOLESALE 1966 Cross Coqntry
VB. $696 or offer. 268-5080 cvemngs.
Glenn. 9/30
1965 IJOD:G:-:;E;;:.•'-;D~A~I~tT;;-:c:::on::v::er:;tl;;:b;:1e-,:;ex;;c;;:;elii:le:;;;:nt
condition, $896. 2314 Ho!Tmnn NE. 296·
3305 0/28

Carefree, knock-about !

NTHONY NEWLEY. THEODORE BIKEL

HOMAH
''""" " ' " ' ...,... '"' '"'"" M""' - " "
Directed by ROBERTELLIS MILLER TECHHICOLOR. FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS

0/30

I

•

SANDY
DENNIS
ABARON .....
BURR DeBENNING
'SANDY

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per wo.rd, 20 wor d "!' Im•
mum ($1.40) per t1me rtf!l• If ad Js.to
run five or tnorc ('OO!l~Ubve days WI~h
no chan!\'"" the rnt'! •.• rcduoed to c

CO-STARRING

RAOC~·.
~~~~~~::_:::.::_-_:::~~=-=-:-::=~:;;:;:;:-;:::~:;;::-~;:::;-;;;~;:;-;,;;~~l
UM"""

1966 TR!Ul\ll'H. Recently llninled, new
' tires. $950. 842·8960 after 8. 9/30
Tim·o 0!' PARKJ'NG tirl<ets 7 Buy n motor
sco~ter 1 Call Ray at 277-4043 or 243-7247.
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(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

Utah's Marv Bateman

National Service Fraternity

· ·. 3S.oo

In contrast to the sinuous
dragons, the bowl is sever~ly
plain, except for a brref
inscription on front and back
within a lotus blossom design.
Matkin explained it is proba?ly
because the urn is the same kmd
of bowl used by Buddhist monks
when begging.

\
~

Q

The dragon in Chinese
mythology had great powers of
good and evil and was the
personal symbol of the emperor.
Lesser royalty also used the
dragon but only the emperor
could ~se a dragon with five claws
on its feet.

,f!<.

\

TWO LOCATIONS:

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

S, M, L, XL,

•

~·

dynasty, decoration had become
>'Xcessive at the expense of beauty
of form.
The urn stands a little over two
feet and is supported by a drag~n
rising from the sea. The bowl, I?
which the incense was burned, 1s
flank e d by two dragons and
topped by a man on a lion. In t~e
Buddhist religion, the man IS
Manjuri the god of wisdom; he is
also on~ of the Taoist immortals.

~

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255·0892

OPEN RUSH

BIG DOGIE --It's the devil-may-care wool plaid
shirttail, designed for casual, everyday, knock.1bout we,-lr. Colorful wool plaid, with snap fronts
and pockets. Warmly lined with lighiweigh.t,
Acrilan® acrylic deep-pile lining. It's the right
comfortable length, too!
In men's si:.:es,

"'

Anthro Major Discovers Urn

Farasopoufos Owns
WAC Return Mark

own."

't

io7o
SUHAHU 4 dr. Cnll
Union 277·2723. 0/26

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word 1f same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING----

Coronado Credit

l90.1e;;;;;:-;;,;.;u,;;

STEREO SOUND iS OUR SPECIALTY
Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers, record players and
speakers,
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES

5003 Menaul NE

SERVICE

1970 HODAKA TRAIL
old. $300. 808-2719. nnyt,mc, 0/26

~

Jll\!W HODS f~ll fairing; reecnt !o]\.olfif over.
hnul· new tirrs: shop rnnnunl; c'Xtrn. pnrts.
tir<';' imn1ncutntc condition: two hclm~ts.
H42-7691). 8-4 Mon.•Thurs. Aak for Lu.a..
1lr26

NFW 14 CARAT WHITE GOLD, 17 jewel
l~<llcs wntch with 10 single cut diamonds.
Cost $9'1.50 now $65. 247·2545 or 243

aa1o. o125

200. \JSEDTV's-nll styles. $16 up, 441
Wyoming NE. 2550-::5'::9::':87:::·::1;;;0/'--0~--~

EMI;LOYMENT

6)

ENCLOSED$-----

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MALI<' p Al!'l'·Tl~M""Ir:'"'h~c-:"lp~,--;A-p-,p:l-:y--;i:-11-::ll::crs==on
nt
Wicnorachnitzcl,__ GR10 Mcanu1. 9/30
ADSALES~lEN A~m WOJ)IEN Wa"!-"d.
Ctlll Skip at 265-GGilO. 26'ic commisswn.
9/30
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Editorial:
State
of tlte
Campus
Once upon a time, universities
were hallowed halls of structured
learning, where the educational
processes took place only within the
classroom. Professors were put on
pedestals of varying heights
according to the number of degrees
following their name. Students took
no part in the governance of the
university, thinking themselves little
better than the bindings of the books

Letters:

1\tAIL

Nelson to Ortega
(Editor's note: The following
letter was sent to Regents President
Arturo Ortega and the other
members of the UNM Regents by
ASUNM President Edc Nelson.)
Regarding the section titled
"Interim Standby Policy for Student
Hearings" of the new Statement of
Policy, I feel I must convey my utter
dissatisfaction with the manner in
which that decision was made.
ASUNM is the official
representative organization of the
student body. When we are not
contacted for consultation regarding
our constitution, we see again a
pattern of tokenism support of an
administrative sponsored
government.
We must be listened to if state
universities are indeed to survive as
liberal arts institutions, otherwise
this campus, as well as campuses
around the nation, wiii become
armed camps.
Personally, I have a vested interest
in my education and anything that
affects my daily life on this campus.
In my eyes, your lack of
consideration of all elements of the
University community, namely
stu dents, constitutes serious
negligence on your part. I must
impress upon you my belief that the
only way higher education will
remain relatively free and open is
through the working together of all
affected parties.
Hopefully there was no malice in
your "overlooking" 17,000
people ... and too I hope this note
can bring a change that is necessary
for our very survival.
Eric Nelson

drawn up a three-point statement in
which they outline responsibilities of
members of the academic
community. The first point states
that the University must be "an
institution where the individuals can
pmticipate in an free and open
atmosphere of education, discussion,
controversy with the option of
taking responsible action together
when such becomes necessary."
The second point states that each
member of the University
community is necessary, and has ·a
responsibility to all others within the
community. The third point stressed
that every member of the
community is subject to the same
laws.
All three points, coupled with the
fact that they were drawn up by
students, illustrate students are as
much a part of this institution as the
Regents, the president, and the
faculty. They also show that

students are ready to shoulder the
responsibilities that accompany 0ur
sense of community.
I hope that the understanding of
student readiness to participate in
the University will become more
obvious to others involved in the
University's administration. The
faculty, through their defeat of a
governance reform which would have
allowed Student Standards
Committee to hear grievances against
faculty members, have shown that
not everyone feels students are now
ready to take an active part in the
administration of our education and
the institution which rules our lives
for at least four years.
And, I hope, people will notice
that we, through our elected
officials, did not ask for the world in
a day or on a platter ... we simply
asked that we as students have a say
in our world.
Sarah Laidlaw

Answer Back to SRA
To the Editor:
In response to the letter entitled
"Left Destroys Unity" which
appeared in The Lo.bo Sept. 23, I
have a few comments and
suggestions.
I would be interested to know
how the "far left," which allegedly
controls student government, can
destroy the unity of students,
faculty and administration when it
has always been non-existent at
UNM-it is a naive assumption for
naive people ... I would suggest Mrs.
Schreiner attend a faculty meeting
and experience futility-ask Carol
Lazorik.
It might be pointed out that no
political organization was allowed to
speak at freshman orientation-not
Black Student Union or Student
Organizing Committee-due to the
time element. Sniveling is a very
unattractive attribute.
The campus police are competent,
but only at giving tickets. The library
is absurd-ask any student. Really, if
one cannot recognize humor and
sarcasim, and overlooks the valid
points he has missed the point
completely. That's your problem,
among others.
I would like to know how many
students Miss Butler associates with
and should love to hear her cohort's
r a t h e r derrogatory
comments . . . Dear Kethy
SDS Doesn't Exist
Economides-as a student
To the Editor:
government veteran I urge you
As a former member of SDS, let. wholeheartedly to change the
me say emphatically once and for all, ASUNM establishment-you will
that SDS no longer exists at UNM. It then see how absurd your comments
died because it was not able to do are. I would suggest that both of the
anything. But it amazes me that SDS above break out of their freshman
continues to receive credit for every syndrome and if you are really upset
radical sentiment which appears on go get in gear and participate.
the UNM campus.
Traditionai!y there are three
If SRA and YAF were formed groups of students-those who
because of fear that SDS or some remain in a high school frame of
other_ radical group would gain a mind, those who study constantly
strangle-hold on the student body, and those politically active students
then these groups are guilty of the (among which SRA is a member be
'
grossest kind of irrelevance it good or bad).
imaginable. SDS accomplished
Sam Taggard
nothing during its four-year history
at UNM.
Unfortunately, we are not able to
take credit for last May's strike or
Ruvolo Wrong
anything else for that matter. What To the Editor:
radical advances have been made
Mr. Ruvolo, in his Sept. 23
here occurred in spite of SDS rather "Tip-off" column, is sadly mistaken
than because of it. SDS had no is he believes filling grandstands pays
appreciation. for the bumblings of for intercollegiate athletics at UNM.
UNM's administration, which has In fiscal 1969, $512,806.04 came
done more to advance the cause of into the intercollegiate athletic
radicalism on this campus than SDS coffers from student fees and the
would have in 100 years.
state appropriation. This amounts to
Radicalism at UNM had its birth 47 percent of the income to
in the poor decisions of Ferrel Heady intercollegiate athletics. Ticket sales
and in the idiot ravings of New and guarantees for football and
Mexico's award winning legislature. basketball amounted to 47.5 percent
Let SRA's President Harold Sylvester of the income.
continue to fight his radical wind
It's humorous (nay tragic) that
mills like some twentieth century both Mr. Dozadelli and Mr. Ruvolo
Don Quixote. Most of us are more in failed to mention the $345,806.04
touch with reality.
that was extracted in student fees in
Mike Colvin 1969 for intercollegiate athletics. It

should be noted that more money
was spent in fiscal 1969 for
intercollegiate athletic recruiting
($61,178.31) than was spent for
either the geography department
(expenditure: $ 4 5,655) or the
journalism department (expenditure:
$47 ,530). One wonders what
possible justification there can be for
such gross inequities in expenditure
at UNM.
Robert U. Anderson

from which they learned.
Times have changed.
Last night's state of the campus
addresses by ASUNM President Eric
N e Is on and GSA President Bill
Pickens are accurate barometers of
changing times and changing student
roles and attitudes. Both presidents
pointed out are as of student
concern, ranging from parking to
ecology to the largest issue,
University governance. Both showed
the days are gone when students felt
no more a part of the University
than did the streetcleaner.
Student, said Nelson and Pickens,
are the reason a university exists, and
for this reason, the University and
those who administer the University
should be more responsive to student·
needs and wants.
In keeping with the idea that
students are now ready and willing
to be part of the University
community, the presidents have

LAS Needs Help
To the Editor:
William Fitzpatrick, director of
the Legal Aid Society (LAS) has
requested the help of students in
putting out a mailing of 10,000
envelopes for their fund raising drive.
As most students know, and as
The Lobo has reported, the $25,000
allocated in the past by the United
Community Fund (UCF) for the
LAS was not allocated this year. The
LAS is controversial largely because
of support they have given to
unpopular causes, such as in the case
of the students at the time of the
strike. It should be obvious that if
students were unable to pay for their
defense,. ~~e Lf\S was fulfilling its
responsibility m defending them.
Because of the UCF's action it will
be necessary for the LAS to raise
th~se funds through a separate drive.
It IS only a matter of simple justice
and good sense that students should
help the LAS to raise this money!
As many as 75 students may be
needed to help with this mailing.
Details of time and place for the
mailing have not been settled yet
but if you are willing to help, pleas~
phone 242-5539 and give your name
and phone number. Please help.
Maureen Hightower
Eric Nelson
William Pickens

UN M Studenf Challenges Suspension
By BARBARA MORGAN
Suspended student Jane Hunt
aided by her CO\IIlsel Bill Pickens
yesterday filed a suit with the
Student Standards Committee
(SSC) challenging her suspension
at a hearing by the all faculty
Subcommittee on Falsification of
Records (SFR).
Hunt was suspended on Sept. 4,
for one semester for allegedly
falsifying the signature on a
drop-add slip.
Hunt's counsel, GSA President
Bill Pickens, made a request to the
sse for her reinstatement until
the ease could be tried before the
Student Court. The request states,
"the facts set forth in Miss Hunt's
statements cast a significant
shadow of doubt upon her guilt.
There is also grave doubt that the
committee which suspended her
has any legal grounds to do so."
Pickens is. challenging the
legality of the SFR's decision. By
allegedly not telling Hunt her
appellate court was the sse or
how to appeal, and by not giving

=~~~-~

the SFR, of the date of her SFR member), ridicuh•d me for
hearing.
what I had said concerning the
The letter "from Dean entire affair. He denied that such
Christopher telling me of the a mistake could be made by the
hearing was the only charge I office staff. '!'here was no doubt
received."
in my mind that. they had decided
After Hunt was suspended as ;t on my gum bl•fore the hearing,"
UNM student she initiated an
Pickl•ns c•illled thl' mamwr in
appeal with Che~ter Travelstead, which Hunt's case> bad !wen
vice president for academic affairs ·handled "inc•quitable" and "the
and was later informed the SFR ~most. high handed and unfair
susp(msion decision was uplwld.
treatment of a stud!'nt I have ever
Feels No Gratitude
run across. The SFR is an ilh•gally
After Hunt's hearing at which
constituil•d board and did not give
she said no witnesses had any sort of d uP process as
appeared against her, she received
guaranteed by the ASUNM
a suspension of one semestl•r "in Constitution and Regents
view of my previously clean Statl•ment of Policy,
record" instead of the customary
Thomas Christopher, Dean ...,;f
punishment of a two-semester
the law school, and chairman of
suspension. Hunt said, "I am the SFR was asked if he knew of
afraid, howewr, that I fer.>! no the alleged illegality of the board's
gratitude."
decision. He had no comment.
Hunt said the faculty members
Planning to pursue the case t.o
on the SFR acted "discouraging," the fullest extent, Piclwns said, "I
"sa,id nothing" or were don't have much respect for an
"unbelievably hostile." "Dr. intitution which pays lip Sl'rvice
Christopher, dt•an of the physics
to due process and then allows
and astronomy department (and this to happc•n."

Hoover VI a~?rus of Extremists
In Ope-n Letter to Youth

Wiping Mouths
To the Editor:
I am writing this in answer to Mr.
Roberts' letter of Sept. 18.
Since I enjoy 'I.'pe Lobo, I feel that
I must be one of those to whom he
refers, and I take affront at his
remarks. Whether I am a member of
a minority or not is uncertain, and in
any case, Mr. Roberts is not qualified
to judge my degree of learnedness.
As to my self righteousness, I submit
that I am at least as humble as any
fool who would presume to speak
for the whole college community.
The term ''moral hypocrite"
sounds as if it says a lot, but after
due consideration, I find that I can't
say I'm not, since the term could
mean anything. Maybe we're all
moral hypocrites. Who knows?
Concerning student fees and who
has what rights, I'm in favor of
putting The Lobo on an individual
sale basis, but let's also do away with
mandatory ac:tivity tickets. I have no
use whatsoever for mine. Mr.
Roberts ean at least use The Lobo to
wipe his mouth.
R. W. Skeean

'
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FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover

lJPI
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Lobo
Senate Election Oct. 9

Letter

Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words
typewritten and double spaced:
Sender's name, address and
telephone must be included with
the letter, or it will not be
considered for publication.
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a
group, please include a name
telephone number and address of
a group member. The letter will
carry. that person's name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allow.

shall issue an automatic stay of
disciplinary action until such
appeal can be resolved."
In her formal statement
submitted to the SSC, Hunt asks
for reinstatement as a UNM
student and also relates her
experience.
"On April 13, 1970 I picked up
a drop-add slip from University
College. . . (and) went to the
physics and astronomy
department to have the slip
signed. I was told by a woman in
the front office that my class
instructor Dr. King was not in. She
took the drop-add slip and left the
front office, returned and handed
me the slip. It was signed. I
thought Dr. King had been found.
I did not question the manner in
which the slip had been filled
out."
Also in the statement Hunt said
she was told King denied signing
the drop-add slip and she was
notified in a letter by Dean
Thomas Christopher, chairman of
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A special election called by have no exams the week before
ASUNM to fill four Senate election; or function normally
vacancies will be held Oct. 9 that week.
rather than Oct. 13 because the
The referendum will serve
ASUNM Constitution requires only to show student support
such an election be held within of a measure to the
two weeks after four Senate administration and will not be
vacancies occur, ASUNM Vice a final decision.
Presidertt Frank Lihn
Both graduates and
announced yesterday.
undergraduates may vote on
Senators Sam Taggard >J.nd the referendum but only
Gay Cook resigned last ASUNM members are eligible
semester and Senators Jeanelle to vote in the Senate elections.
Livingston and Cam Carreras
Persons interested in running
resigned this week. (The Lobo for Senate may pick up a
had reported Thursday that petition Monday at the
five senators had rcsigne d)
.
ASUNM office on the second
An election to vote on a floor of the Union. They must
joint ASUNM·GSA referendum collect 7 5 signatures and return
concerning time-off prior to the petition by 5 p.m. Friday,
the November state and Oct, 2. Campaigning will begin
national elections will b1~ the Monday, Oct. 5.
same day. The referendum will
Senators must have attended
ask students to vote for one of
UNM
at least one semester
three choices: close the
immediately
prior to their
University for one week prior
to the election, the week to be election and must have a grade
made up before Christma~ poinf ,of at least 2.0.

Friday, September 25, 1970
. . . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_ _ _ _ _ _ _

her formal notice of the charges
filed, Pickens is asserting she was
denied due process, and her
procedural rights, as listed in the
AS UNM Constitution and the
UNM Regents Statement of
Policy.
.
ASUNM Constitution, article 6
section 4 states: "All boards
imposing discipline on students
are subject . to the appellate
jurisdiction of the sse an:d ' ..
students brought before such
boards must be informed of their
right and method of appeal." In
addition, the UNM Regents
Statement of Policy, states,
"Among the elements of due
process are . . . notice of the
charge filed, and a hearing in
which procedural rights of the
person charged are protected."
Pickens said, "our main
concern is to get Jane Hunt back
in school until her case is heard
and decided by the SSC."
Article 3 Section 4 of the
ASUNM Constitution states, "The
board having appellate jurisdiction

(Editor's Note: In the following
letter J. Edgar Hoover describes
techniques used by radical
extremists to disrupt the
American way of life and
education.)
WASHINGTON (UPI)- As a
1970 college student, you belong
to the best educated, most
sophisticated, most poised
generation in our history.
The vast majority of you, I am
convinced, sincerely love America
and want to make it a better
country.
You do have ideas of your
own-and that's good. You see
things wrong in our society which
we adults perhaps have minimized
or overlooked. You are outspoken
and frank and hate hypocracy.
That is good, too.
There's nothing wrong with
student dissent or student
demands for changes in society or
the display of student
unhappiness over aspects of our
national policy. Student opinion
is a legitimate aspect of public
opinion in our society.
But there is real ground for
concern about the extremism
which led to violence, lawlessness
and disrespect for the rights of
others on many campuses during
the past year.
The extremists are a small
minority of students and faculty
members who have lost faith in
America. They ridicule the flag,
poke fun at our institutions, seek
to destroy our society. They are
not interested in genuine reform.
They take advantage of the
tensions, strife and often
legitimate frustrations of students
to promote campus chaos, They
have no rational, intelligent plan
of the future either for the
university or the nation,
The extremists are of wide
variety: Adherents of the
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) including Weatherman;
members of the Young Socialist
Alliance (YSA), the Trotskyist
youth group; the Communist
Party's Young Workers Liberation
League (YWLL). Or they may be
associated with the Student
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (SMC), a
Trotskyist-domin11ted anti-war
group.
Many are not associated with
any national group. The key point
is not so much the identification
of extremists but learning to
recognize and understand the
mentality of extremism which
believes in violence and
destruction.
Based on our experiencP in the
FBI, here are some of the ways in
which extremists will try to lure

you into their activities:
-Tht•v'll encourage you to lose
respect for your parents and the
older generation. This will be one
of their first attacks, Irying to cut
you off from home. You'll hear
much about the "failures" and
"hypocrasy" of your parents and
their friends.
The older generation has made
mistakes. But your parents and
millions of other adults worked
hard, built, sacrificed and suffered
to make America what it is today,
It is their country, too. You may
disagree with them, but don't try
to discredit their contributions.
-They'll try to convert you to
the idea that yout· college is
"irrelevant" and a "tool of the
establishment." The attack against
the college administration often is
bitter, arrogant, and unreasoning.
SDS, for example, has sought to
disrupt the colleges by demanding
th c right to select professors,
determine the curriculum and set
grading standards.
-They'll ask you to abandon
your basic common sense.
Campus extremism thrives on
generalizations, wild accusations
and unverified allegations.
Complex issues of state are
wrapped in slogans and cliches.
Dogmatic statements are issued as
if they were final truth.
You should carefully examine
the facts. Don't blindly follow
courses of action suggested by
extremists. Don't get involved in a
cause just because it seems
"fashionable" or the "thing to
do." Rational discussion and
rational analysis are needed more
than ever before.
-They'll try to envelop you in
a mood of negativism, pessimism
and alienation toward yourself,
your school, your nation. This is
one of the most insidious of new
left poisons. SDS and its allies
judge America exclusively from its
flaws, They see nothing good,
positive and constructive,
This leads to a philosophy of
bitterness, defeatism and rancor. I
would like you to know your
country mote intimately. I want
you to look for the deeper
unifying forces in America, the
moods of national character,
determination and sacrifice which
are working to correct these flaws.
The real strength of our nation is
the power of morality, decency, a
conscience which rights the
wrong, corrects the error and
works for equal opportunity
under the law.
-They'll encourage you to
disrespect the law and hate the
law enforcement officer. Most
college students have good friends
who are police officers. You know

that when extremists call the
police "pigs" they are wrong. The
officer protects your rights, lives
and property. He is your friend
and he needs your support.
-They'll tell you that any
action is honorable and right if it's
"sincere" or "idealistic" in
motivation. Here is one of the
most seductive of the New Left
appeals-that if an arsonist's or
anarchist's heart is in the right
place, if he feels he is doi1lg
something for "humanity" or a
"higher cause" then his act, even
if illegal, is justifiable.
Rem('mber that acts have
consequences. The alleged
sincerity of the perpetrator does
not absolve him from
responsibility. His acts may affect
the rights, lives and property of
others. Just being a student or
being on campus does not
automatically confer immunity or
grant license to violate the law.
Just because you don't like a law
doesn't mean you can violate it
with impunity.
-They'll ask you to believe
that you, as a student and citizen,
are powerless by democratic
means to effect change in our
society. Remember the books oi't
American history you have read.
They tell the story of the creative
self-renewal of this nation through
change. Public opinion time after
time has brought new policies,
goals and methods. The individual
is not helpless or caught in
"bureaucracy'' as these extremists
claim.
-They'll encourage you to hurl
bricks and stones instead of
logical argument to those who
disagree with your views. I
remember an old saying: "He who
strikes the first blow has run out
of ideas."
Violence is as ancient as the
cave man; as up-to·date as the
Weatherman. Death and injury,
fear, distrust, animosity,
p o I a r i z at ion,.
counter-violence-these arise from
violence. The very use of violence
shows the paucity of rational
thought in the SDS, its inability
to come up with any intelligent
critique of our society.
Personally, I don't think the
outlook for campus unrest this
year is as bleak as some prophets
claim.
Along with millions of other
adults, I'm betting on the vast
majority of students who remain
fair-mind~d, tolerant, imquisitive,
but also firm about certain basic
principles of human dignity,
respect for the rights of others
and a willingness to learn. I am
confident our faith has not been
misplaced.

